
 

Silent Steps would like to invite you to join us on this challenging adventure through unchartered

territories, hiking the notorious Death Acre in Angola!

 

The Death Acre (‘Doodsakker’) is on the West Coast of Angola between Foz do Cunene and

Tombua. This route is extremely dangerous because the waves crash against the dune face,

making it impossible to drive and the only way through is hiking at low tide. Whilst this route

proves to be challenging for drivers of 4x4 vehicles, imagine negotiating this terrain on foot!

 

Combined with the excellent planning and guidance of Frans de Witt (our experienced guide

and concession holder), Silent Steps is planning to give at least 20 hikers the opportunity of

experiencing this challenging but exhilarating excursion at the lowest of tides and optimum

weather conditions during April of 2021.

 

It was during 2005 that Anette Grobler (founder and CEO of Silent Steps) became the first

person ever to hike this coastal desert solo and unsupported. Anette started her brave solo hike

at the Mouth of the Cunene River in the South of Angola, and completed her hike some 317 km

further at the town of Namib or Mocamedes (as it used to be called). In 2018 she took 7 hikers

and 7 drivers back to Angola where they hiked a distance of 70 km through this coastal desert,

also starting at the Cunene.
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Raising the bar once more, Silent Steps will be returning to Angola in 2021, taking 20 hikers and

20 drivers on this life changing experience to hike and or drive the notorious Death Acre. Hikers

will cover on average 20 km per day for a total of 5 days starting at the Mouth of the Cunene,

going past the Death Acre 50km stretch that can make or break you, finishing some 100km

further in the Namib desert. Drivers will not join the hikers every night but at least every second

night. They will be giving hikers the authentic and complete experience of the Namib viz., its

wind, wild animals including the brown hyena and ghost crabs at night.

 

After 5 days of hiking, the group will make its way back to Lubango via the interesting Leba

Pass. This amazing Pass is named after  Serra de  Leba,  the Portuguese woman who designed

and built the road. Sadly, she passed away on the very day that she viewed the completion of

the project. The  Leba  Mountain  Pass  is a breath-taking ride, one without the giant potholes

experienced elsewhere in the country. Long winding bends make it possible to climb 1500 m in

only minutes.

 

Upon arrival in Lubango, we will check into our accommodation and then make our way to

the  Cristo Rey  (Christ the King) statue overlooking the  southern city of Lubango.  This 30

metre  tall, white marble statue of Jesus built in 1945 is only one of three in the world and is a

replica of the one found in Rio de Janeiro.



Every hiker is expected to have his or her own 4x4 vehicle and driver for the duration of the trip

i.e., not only the hike. We will make our way to the Cunene via Lubango and Namib, where after

we will take the same route back upon completion of the hike.

 

Two or more hikers may also share a 4x4 vehicle. Silent Steps will not source the vehicles nor

the drivers. All 4x4 vehicles must have a low range function, a recovery point as well as a duel

battery system. No 4x4 trailers will be permitted.

 

Long range diesel or petrol tanks are not needed as we will be filling up in Namib before we

enter the desert. Once we arrive at the Cunene River, hikers will pack their back packs for a 2-

day, one-night sleep over in the desert without the assistance of the support vehicles. From the

second evening onwards we will be joining the drivers, sleeping and eating together as a group

for a full on slack packing hiking experience.

We will meet the team, our guide and fellow hikers on 21 April 2021 at 18:00 at Oshikango in the

North of Namibia at the Palmeiras Lodge. The following day we will depart for Angola and make

our way via Lubango, the Leba Pass, Namib to the Namib Desert where we will commence our

hike.

4/5 where 5 is extremely difficult.  

We planned our hike to coincide with an early morning low tide, however beach walking is

always challenging. What makes the Death Acre more of a challenge, is the time required to

get past dangerous sections of the hike, where the sea pushes up against the dunes. If one

takes longer than 4 hours to walk the 20 km stretch, the tide will cause one to climb the dunes

to get past that section.



All meals from entrance into Angola - except for Restaurant or Hotel meals in Lodges and

Hotels en route in Angola;

All accommodation;

All permits;

Border costs to enter and exit Angola.

Vehicles and fuel (your own);

Fishing permits;

Lunches and snacks (we will either be driving or hiking during lunch time);

Camping equipment;

Recovery equipment for vehicles.

All alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages en route (we do provide coffee and tea with our

meals)

Experiencing this section of the Namib coastal desert on foot where literally only 8 people

have ever walked before!

Experiencing Angola with the seasoned Portuguese speaking guide and concession holder

Frans de Witt, one of the best guides we have ever encountered on our off the beaten track

trips!

Visiting the Jesus Cross in Lubango;

Driving the well-known Leba Pass en route to Lubango.



Meals include breakfast and evening dinner ONLY. All “in-between” snacks e.g., your own

lunch packs, private refreshments etc. will be for the hiker’s own account.

All accommodation as arranged by Silent Steps is included in the initial excursion fee. In

the unlikely event that the Silent Steps sleeping arrangements prove to be

unsatisfactory,  all  alternative accommodation outside of the Silent Steps’ pre-organised

accommodation will be for the hiker’s own account.

Due to the huge variety of individual preferences, all “in-between” refreshments, snacks

etc. will be for the hiker’s own account. This exclusion policy will hold firm for the duration

of the excursion and includes items such as, alcohol, cool drinks, water, coffee and tea

which will be for the account of the hiker.

The hiker’s day backpack may be loaded with items of personal preference, according to

his/her requirements. These items will be for the hiker’s account.

In view of hikers arriving from various destinations, shuttle services may be pre-arranged

from  Cape Town International Airport  with Silent Steps at an additional fee to be

determined between the parties.

In summary, please note that Silent Steps will be responsible for the following:

 

 

N.B.  If in doubt, please do not hesitate to contact Silent Steps for clarification of any of the

above. This all to ensure an enjoyable hassle-free journey.

Per Vehicle:
2 x lists (per vehicle, not all passengers) of your valuables e.g., cameras, GPS, cell phones,

fridges, fishing gear, camping gear etc. These lists are kept with you until asked for.

 

Currencies:
Angolan Kwanza = KZ.   One ZA Rand currently equals approximately KZ 30.00, but may vary

according to the exchange rate.   Cash can be exchanged at the banks at the border posts

or elsewhere.



Due to the fact that upfront payment is required by most individuals and institutions, Silent

Steps is required to make advance bookings at the Lodges, also including certain

strategically important individuals, all of whom require pre-payment.

 

Additional initial pre-hike costs include advance payment to the Concession holder who is

also our Guide. In view of these pre-payments, Silent Steps will align its booking policy with

the compulsory financial requirements of this particular hike. A  non-refundable

deposit of R5000 per hiker is therefore applicable to all entrants.

 

Optional deposit consideration: A viable relief option may be a positive consideration for

those individuals that are forced to withdraw from the hike. This option permits the cancelling

hiker to source a suitable replacement, which may be a way of recouping the deposit. Silent

Steps does however wish to inform all hikers that it will not participate in any such

negotiations.

 

Please note that the Concession holder’s fee is not linked to the number of hikers joining us

on this excursion, but rather a flat fee for the trip, payable by Silent Steps. This expense is

covered and guaranteed by Silent Steps, irrespective of cancellations. As a direct

consequence of these up-front payments, Silent Steps is forced to implement the R5000

Non-refundable deposit policy with no exceptions.

 

R17 000 pp. 

Fortunately visas are no longer required for entry into Angola. This should be viewed as a

saving, as Angolan Visas would have created an additional cost of R2700 pp.


